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Abstract 

In the paper at hand we analyze the capacity planning problem of a service vendor providing a business 

process characterized by volatile demand to his customers. Thereby, we consider the situation that the 

service vendor executes certain activities by himself whereas specific parts of the business process are 

outsourced to external providers. For the outsourced parts, the vendor can choose between different mod-

els of capacity supply (MCS) that are offered by external providers differentiating with respect to elastici-

ty of provided capacity and the underlying pricing model. Thereby, in addition to the two “traditional” 

MCS dedicated capacity and elastic capacity, recent developments in information technology enable the 

on-demand use of surplus capacity from an external providers’ market. Since an integrated analysis of 

these three MCS is still missing in common literature, we develop an optimization model allowing for the 

simultaneous consideration of the three different MCS within an integrated queuing system. By analyzing 

the optimization model with help of a discrete event simulation, we study the question of how these dif-

ferent MCS may be combined to minimize the total operating costs of the service vendor considering 

volatile demand. The simulation results show that combining different MCS tends to be favorable in con-

trast to the stand-alone usage of a certain MCS. In particular, combining the additional option of using 

surplus capacity with “traditional” MCS promises cost advantages. Our optimization model therewith 

provides first insights in the potential economic benefits of IT-enabled MCS. 

Keywords: Capacity planning, Volatile demand, Surplus capacity, Cloud Service, IT-driven service 

market, Simulation 
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1 Introduction  

In recent years sourcing business processes from service vendors has established as a common practice 

for enterprises. Thereby, service vendors in many cases do not execute the whole business process they 

provide by themselves, but instead draw on specialized external providers for handling specific parts of 

the respective business process. This in consequence leads to the development of business process out-

sourcing relationships, where various companies collaborate in providing a business process for custom-

ers. For the execution of specific parts of a business process, capacity, e. g. in terms of personnel or IT-

capacity is needed. Therefore external providers offer different models of capacity supply (MCS), a ser-

vice vendor for one and the same part can choose between. These MCS are described by specific contrac-

tual agreements that in particular determine elasticity of the provided capacity as well as the underlying 

pricing model [3, 15]. Thus, within capacity planning for the respective business process a vendor is con-

fronted with the question of how to combine the offered MCS. Combining the MCS thereby means that 

the vendor has the choice of which MCS to use for the execution of an incoming customer order (or bun-

dles of incoming customer orders). Considering the case of standardized, cost-driven business processes 

where costs and thus achievable margins are a central competitive factor, the vendor will seek to combine 

the MCS such that he minimizes the total operating costs for providing the whole business process [1]. 

This is especially a challenge for business processes that are characterized by a volatile demand over time 

and a time critical execution due to the needs of the customer that requires the vendor to commit a service 

level (e. g. maximum execution time for the respective business process) [6, 8, 32]. Given the goal of 

minimizing total operating costs, in such cases the vendor’s capacity planning has to be flexible in a way 

that it allows a preferably easy alignment to volatile customer demand: On the one hand the vendor 

should be able to cover peak demand to avoid high waiting costs (e. g. contractual payments due to the 

violation of committed service levels) and on the other hand he has to ensure acceptable execution costs 

with respect to the average load of demand.    
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Concerning this challenge in common literature the use of “traditional” volume or capacity based models 

as well as their combination has been widely discussed. However, recent developments in information 

technology (like e. g. the broad market penetration of cloud computing) enable new MCS, as they are in 

particular accompanied by strongly increasing on-demand integration capabilities. Due to on-demand 

integration capabilities external providers can be integrated much easier and faster and thus MCS that are 

characterized by a much more flexible usage of available capacity from external providers can emerge. To 

investigate the economic potentials of combining MCS that are based on on-demand integration capabili-

ties with “traditional” MCS, in the paper at hand we analyze the optimization problem of a vendor who is 

part of a typical business process outsourcing relationship as outlined in Figure 1. 

Fig. 1. General setting of the three-stage business process outsourcing relationship 

 

Within the considered business process relationship the vendor can choose between two “traditional” 

MCS (namely dedicated capacity and elastic capacity) and the IT-enabled MCS of surplus capacity for 

the execution of the outsourced parts of the business process. Taking a closer look at these different MCS 

alternatives, firstly the vendor can decide to use dedicated capacity. Thereby dedicated capacity means, 

2 The customer sources this business process from the 
vendor sending orders characterized by volatile demand.

4 The vendor decides about a combination of these MCS
to minimize the total operating costs of order execution.
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1 The vendor offers a business process with committed 
service level agreement (SLA) to the customer.

3 External providers offer different models of capacity 
supply (MCS) for the execution of orders to the vendor.

External Providers’ Market
offering surplus capacity

(“pay-per-job”)
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that the vendor reserves ex ante a certain level of capacity at an external provider and pays a fixed fee for 

the reserved capacity regardless of whether it is used or not (“pay-per-capacity” pricing model). If the 

vendor decides to assign only dedicated capacity ex ante to the respective business process he gets con-

fronted with a trade-off [5, 35]: Assigning a high level of capacity allows the buffering of temporarily 

peaks in customer demand but results in idle costs in time frames of low demand. Assigning less capacity 

avoids idle costs but results in lost revenues or rising contractual penalties due to the violation of service 

level agreements (SLA) in time frames of high demand [6]. A common MCS to mitigate the described 

trade-off involved with dedicated capacity is the use of so called elastic capacity [3]. Within this MCS the 

external provider charges a certain fee per customer request treated (“pay-per-job” pricing model) mean-

ing that this MCS involves payment only for capacity that is utilized. Furthermore, such MCS commonly 

involve committed service levels [9]. Based on the guaranteed SLA, capacity can be elastically aligned to 

fluctuations in customer demand, so that this MCS represents a very flexible alternative. However, these 

potential advantages come at a price: As this MCS means sourcing out part of the uncertainty, the external 

provider is now in charge to allocate capacity ex ante in such a way that he is able to fulfill the committed 

SLA. This means that the external provider has to schedule reserve capacities causing significant fixed 

costs [24]. Therefore, committed service levels most often are reflected in a higher price per customer 

request treated which might limit the attractiveness of this MCS for cost-driven business processes. 

In addition to these two “traditional” MCS, coming along with technology-enabled on-demand integration 

capabilities a new possible MCS emerges: The on-demand use of surplus capacity from the external pro-

viders’ market (“pay-per-job” pricing model). Based on developments like the growing diffusion of ser-

vice-oriented infrastructures suitable for the integration of web services as well as corresponding descrip-

tion languages (e. g. WSDL) or standards for data exchange (e. g. XML, EDIFACT), new business rela-

tions can be established (nearly) without any loss of time by building up links fast and cheap [17, 28]. 

With respect to capacity planning such on-demand integration capabilities may offer substantial economic 

benefits for vendors, as the vendor is able to switch dynamically between various external providers de-

pending on which service provider currently has sufficient surplus capacity available to handle the ven-
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dor’s peak demand. Furthermore, such a MCS promises cost advantages, as surplus capacities normally 

are offered at a lower price to avoid idle costs. A first approach to capture the economic potentials of this 

new MCS was already discussed within a former version of this paper [12]. However, the combination of 

surplus capacity with the two “traditional” MCS was not addressed there. In addition to its potential bene-

fits surplus capacity involves the risk that the vendor only gets served as soon as capacity is available at 

the external providers’ market. That might cause delays for external routed demand and thus waiting costs 

(e. g. due to violation of committed SLA towards customer) making this MCS riskier in contrast to (SLA 

backed) elastic capacity.     

Due to the different characteristics of the three MCS discussed, the question of how a vendor may com-

bine these MCS to minimize his total operating costs arises. While sourcing models based on dedicated 

capacity as well as elastic capacity have been widely addressed in literature in the context of capacity 

planning and sourcing problems for non-storable services, e. g. in Aksin et al. [3] or Gans and Zhou [15], 

an integrated analysis that also considers the use of surplus capacity to our best knowledge is still miss-

ing. Thus, in this paper we aim on contributing to the closure of this research gap by developing an opti-

mization model based on queuing theory that takes into account the three MCS discussed simultaneously. 

In particular, we focus on the two following research questions:  

1) What are the preconditions for the use of surplus capacity? What are the  characteristics of sur-

plus capacity especially compared to “traditional” MCS? In which cases does combining differ-

ent MCS promise economic benefits?     

2) How can the different MCS – dedicated capacity, elastic capacity and surplus capacity – be com-

bined to minimize the total operating costs of the vendor?  

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In section 2 we provide a brief literature review. In 

section 3 we address research question 1 by outlining preconditions for the use of surplus capacity and 

discussing economic potentials of combining different MCS. Section 4 addresses research question 2 by 

presenting the optimization model based on queuing systems. For analyzing the optimization model a 

simulation study is performed in section 5 within a case study of the securities trading and settlement 
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process. Finally, we summarize the key findings of the paper and give an outlook on prospective further 

research. 

2 Related Work 

Approaches for capacity planning to deal preferably flexible with uncertainty in customer demand have 

been widely discussed in the economics literature in the context of supply chain management (SCM) and 

production management. Focused only on dedicated capacity among others Bassamboo et al. [5], Tomlin 

and Wang [34] and Netessine et al. [29] analyze the problem of optimal mixing dedicated and flexible 

manufacturing capacities. For this purpose the paper of Bassamboo et al. [5] studies the basic problem of 

capacity and flexible technology with a newsvendor network model. The authors consider a multiproduct 

firm and deal with the question of whether different products should share resources or if the firm should 

establish dedicated resources for some of them. Tomlin and Wang [34] study unreliable supply chains that 

produce multiple products and like Bassamboo et al. [5] consider a firm that can invest in product-

dedicated resources and totally flexible resources. Netessine et al. [29] determine the optimal mix of dif-

ferent types of capacity considering the effects of increasing demand correlation. Analyzing the optimal 

mix of different kinds of capacity, however, these papers do not consider sourcing from external business 

partners.  

Kamien et al. [22] and Kamien and Li [21] are one of the first publications that analyze capacity con-

straints in the context of subcontracting production in supply chains. Thereby, their most important result 

is that the optimal levels of production and inventory quantities are less variable if the option to subcon-

tract exists. In our setting we will analyze how the usage of surplus capacity as a special kind of subcon-

tracting will affect the usage of other MCS. Furthermore, there are several papers analyzing the impacts 

of flexibility in external supplier markets on capacity planning. In this context Tomlin [33] studies the 

effect of volume flexibility of suppliers on the sourcing strategy of a firm. For this, the paper studies a 

single-product setting in which a firm can source either from an unreliable but cheaper or from a reliable 

but more expensive supplier. Furthermore the reliable supplier may possess volume flexibility. The author 
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shows, that contingent rerouting may constitute a possible tactic if a supplier can ramp up its processing 

capacity, that is, if it has volume flexibility. Dong and Durbin [11] study markets for surplus components, 

which allow manufacturers with excess component inventory to sell to firms with a shortage. The paper is 

motivated by recent developments in internet commerce, which have the potential to greatly increase the 

efficiency of such markets. Dong and Durbin [11] derive conditions on-demand uncertainty that deter-

mine whether a surplus market will increase or decrease supplier profits. Another paper dealing with flex-

ibility of supplier markets is that of Lee and Whang [23]. Within this paper the authors investigate the 

impacts of a secondary market, where resellers can buy and sell excess inventories. For this, the authors 

develop a two-period model with a single manufacturer and many resellers. The authors derive optimal 

decisions for the resellers regarding their ordering policies and analyze the effects of the secondary mar-

ket both on the sales of the manufacturer and the supply chain performance. The last-named papers are 

closely related to our approach regarding the basic idea of a surplus market, where firms with a shortage 

of capacity or inventory can buy available overcapacities or excess inventories from other firms. In our 

context we consider an external providers’ market, were, enabled by new developments in information 

technology, surplus capacities can be bought on-demand.   

As a fundamental difference to our approach, the papers mentioned so far are concerned with physical 

products. Hence, the named papers are more concerned with the possible trading of (physical) excess 

inventories and its implications on capacity planning. However, in our approach we focus on the capacity 

planning problem of vendor, who does not produce and sell physical goods but provides a service (name-

ly providing a business process) to customers. Thereby, we understand service in a management-oriented 

meaning as an interaction between a service provider and a service consumer that is described by the con-

stituting characteristics of immateriality and the simultaneity of production and consumption [10, 31]. 

According to this definition services are in general not storable, meaning that producing on stock and thus 

the building of excess inventories is not a possible strategy in this case.       

The problem of capacity planning under uncertain demand for non-storable goods and in particular ser-

vices has already been addressed in several papers. Especially the broad literature on call center outsourc-
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ing and the capacity planning problems considered therein are closely related to our case. The two “tradi-

tional” MCS considered in our paper, namely dedicated capacity and elastic capacity are e. g. discussed in 

detail in Aksin et al. [3]. In their paper the authors consider a call center outsourcing analysis and choice 

problem faced by a contractor and a service provider. Thereby, the service provider is faced with the 

choice between a volume-based and a capacity-based contract offered by a contractor and based on that 

aims at determining the optimal capacity levels. The paper determines optimal capacity levels and partial-

ly characterizes optimal pricing conditions under each contract. In terms of our paper thereby the pay-per-

capacity contract corresponds to the MCS of using dedicated capacity whereas the pay-per-job contract 

corresponds to using elastic capacity [3]. The paper of Gans and Zhou [15] also considers a client who 

can outsource some fractions of service calls to a vendor. Within their paper the authors also distinguish 

between volume or capacity based outsourcing contracts and analyze the centralized capacity and queuing 

control problem. Further papers dealing with outsourcing decisions in a service setting are e. g. Cachon 

and Harker [9], Allon and Federgruen [2] and Ren and Zhou [32]. Cachon and Harker [9] study the com-

petition between two service providers with price- and time-sensitive demand by modeling this setting as 

a queuing game. One of their core results is that scale economies provide a strong motivation for out-

sourcing. In the outsourcing contract considered, the contractor charges a price per customer treated while 

committing a service level. This corresponds to our second MCS, namely the usage of elastic capacity. 

The work of Allon and Federgruen [2] is also dealing with the competition between service providers. 

Within their paper they analyze the situation of retailers who are locked in price and waiting-time compe-

tition and have the option to outsource their call center service to a vendor. Thereby, among others vol-

ume-based contracts and their effects on supply chain coordination are analyzed. Ren and Zhou [32] study 

contracting issues in an outsourcing supply chain that consists of a client and a vendor (call center), 

whereas the call center does outsourcing work for the client. In the model presented the call center de-

cides on the staffing level as well as the effort to achieve a certain level of service quality. Within their 

paper Ren and Zhou [32] analyze contracts the client can use to induce the call center to choose staffing 

and effort levels that are optimal for the supply chain.  
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Our approach differs from the papers outlined above as we explicitly take into account a possible on-

demand usage of surplus capacity from an external providers’ market. Whereas the MCS of using dedi-

cated and elastic capacity as well as their combined usage have been widely addressed in literature (e. g., 

in Aksin et al. [3] or Gans and Zhou [15]), their combination with the mainly IT-enabled option of using 

surplus capacity to our best knowledge has not gained attention in literature so far. Hence, in what follows 

we will study whether a combination of these three MCS can provide substantial economic benefit. For 

that, we develop an optimization model based on queuing systems considering the three MCS simultane-

ously. In doing so, the optimization model presented is a substantial extension to Dorsch and Häckel [12]. 

Before presenting our optimization model, in the next section we will now address research question 1.  

3 Combining traditional MCS with surplus capacity 

As outlined in Figure 1 (see introduction) we consider the situation of a service vendor that sources spe-

cific parts of a business process from external providers and thereby can chose between different MCS. 

Since the two “classical” MCS, dedicated capacity and elastic capacity are well known from literature, in 

this chapter we will focus on the IT-enabled MCS of surplus capacity in more detail. In particular, we 

will discuss preconditions for the use of surplus capacity as well as the economic potential of combining 

different MCS. 

3.1 Preconditions for the use of surplus capacity 

The basic idea of surplus capacity is to buy available overcapacities from external service providers on 

short-notice which especially might be an additional strategy to cover peak demand. In contrast to elastic 

capacity that is usually based on  rather long-term contractual relationships, surplus capacity represents a 

very temporary outsourcing-relationship: the vendor can switch dynamically between various external 

providers depending on which provider currently has sufficient surplus capacity available to handle the 

vendor’s peak demand. Therefore, an essential precondition for the use of surplus capacity is the exist-

ence of strong on-demand integration capabilities, meaning that business partner relationships can be 

established on-the-fly and thus can change frequently. Due to that, surplus capacity is gaining increasing 
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importance in line with the strong market penetration of concepts like dynamic business process outsourc-

ing and “Business Process as a Service (BPaaS)”, as these concepts are mainly based on dynamic integra-

tion capabilities. BPaaS recently has gained high attention going along with innovations in IT like Cloud 

Computing: In a survey of Vehlow and Golkowsy [36] already 27% of the providers of cloud computing 

services stated to offer BPaaS. Cloud platforms that are focused on the offering of BPaaS are e. g. IBM 

Business Process Manager, Appian Anywhere or Process Maker Live to name but a few. The increasing 

market penetration of BPaaS is also substantiated by a recent study of Gartner which predicts that BPaaS 

will grow from $84.1 billion in 2012 to $144.7 billion in 2016, generating a global compound annual 

growth rate of 15% [13]. Within the concept of BPaaS services for standardized business activities such 

as e. g. importing high data volumes out of databases are also offered as services tailored to specific in-

dustries as e. g. life insurance origination fulfillment services. In contrast to the classical “IT Cloud” the 

concept of BPaaS is part of the so called “Service Cloud” as it also comprises the human part of pro-

cessing work and service delivery.  

As the dynamic switching between various external service providers is a basic element of the BPaaS 

concept, it is a rather straight-forward idea to draw on external providers with available surplus capacity 

on short notice in times of peak demand. However, to operationalize this approach especially some pre-

conditions regarding the supply of information have to be fulfilled. In particular, a vendor that intends to 

use surplus capacity has to determine which external providers offering the required BPaaS have suffi-

cient overcapacities at the moment respectively by when capacity will be available. Thus, the vendor’s 

IT-platform has to allow a continuous, mostly automated evaluation of external providers and on the other 

hand all relevant information has to be provided by the external providers’ market. To provide this infor-

mation necessary technologies are established to a large extent. Widely recognized approaches for the 

support of information exchange between business partners are ebXML and RosettaNet which represent 

high-level frameworks. Furthermore, various product vendors focused on B2B integration like e. g. Ora-

cle and IBM offer B2B gateways that integrate B2B protocols with internal processes. In recent years, in 

particular the web service paradigm coming along with service repositories and well described services 
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based on standardized description languages has evolved as one of the primary standards for a quick and 

mostly automated evaluation and integration of service providers [17]. Furthermore, in the field of on-

demand services so called service marketplaces like e. g. SAP Service Marketplace, HubSpot or Zimory 

have developed where firms that offer or/and demand certain services can interact in a highly dynamic 

manner [17, 37]. The basic idea of these service marketplaces is to provide an information platform that 

enables a coordinated interplay of customers and providers. In this way, such service marketplaces can 

also be used to foster an efficient usage of capacity on the external providers’ market by matching excess 

demand of customers with available surplus capacity of providers. A dynamic matching of capacity de-

mand and supply can be supported by dynamic pricing mechanisms like e. g. auctions that are widely 

discussed in literature [4, 37, 38]. 

To summarize, we can state that preconditions for the use of surplus capacity especially exist with respect 

to on-demand integration capabilities and an adequate supply of information regarding the external pro-

viders’ market. However, the necessary technologies are already established to a large extent and surplus 

capacity is supposed to gain increasing relevance in line with the broad establishment of business models 

based on concepts like BPaaS. Thus, in the following chapter we will take a closer look on the potential 

economic benefits of combining surplus capacity with “traditional” MCS.        

3.2 Economic potential of combining different MCS  

Before introducing our optimization model, in this section we will discuss in more detail, in which cases 

does combining the considered MCS promise economic benefits in general. Thereby, especially the spe-

cific characteristics of the different MCS have to be taken into account. In a quick overview the consid-

ered MCS can be described by the following characteristics as outlined in Table 1. 
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Table 1 
Overview of the characteristics of MCS under review 

Criterion	 Dedicated	capacity	 Elastic	capacity	 Surplus	capacity	

General	
Description	

Ex	ante	reserved	capacity	of	
external	service	providers	

Capacity	of	external	service	
providers	

Capacity	of	external	service	
providers	

Falls	due	for	pay‐
ment	

in	advance	for	a	certain	time	
period	

when	used	 when	used	

Fixed	costs	 for	every	unit	of	capacity	 negligible	 negligible	

Variable	costs	 negligible	 for	every	order	 for	every	order	

Availability	 Fixed	maximum	capacity	
exclusively	assigned	(SLA	
backed)	

Elastic	amount	of	capacity	
available	on	short	notice	
(SLA	backed)	

Capacity	available	only	when	
resources	of	the	market	are	
underutilized	(not	SLA	
backed).	

Elasticity	 none	 maximal	(possibly	restricted	
to	given	limits)	

exogenous	

Specifics	 volume	discounts	(concave	
fixed	costs)	

bounds,	penalties	(e.	g.	con‐
vex	costs)	or	reduced	service	
level	for	excess	usage	

Variable	costs	expected	to	be	
lower	than	classic	pay‐per‐
job			

Risk	with	regard	to	
availability	and	
elasticity	

idle‐costs	of	underutilization	
and	waiting	costs	due	to	
capacity	shortage	

waiting	costs	due	to	reduced	
service	level	or	rising	varia‐
ble	costs	resp.	for	excess	
usage	

waiting	costs	due	to	a	lack	of	
available	capacity	

Generally	useful	for	 Average	Load	 Average	and	Peak	Load	 Peak	Load	

 

As this characterization shows, each of the considered MCS involves specific strength and weaknesses: 

Dedicated capacity carries the advantage of high availability, as a fixed amount of capacity is exclusively 

reserved for the vendor. However, it represents a non-elastic MCS, meaning that capacity cannot be 

aligned to peaks or drops in customer demand. In contrast, elastic capacity allows a (fully) elastic align-

ment to volatile customer demand and can be regarded as mainly riskless due to the committed SLA. On 

the other hand, it might come along with high variable costs per job treated. Surplus capacity may allow 

the on-demand use of cheap overcapacities, but involves the risk that overcapacities are not available to a 

sufficient extent at the external providers’ market. However, only based on these general strength and 

weaknesses, it is not yet possible to draw a valid conclusion about the general advantageousness of a cer-

tain MCS or the combination of different MCS. To be able to do so, the concrete peculiarities of each 

MCS (e. g. concrete level of variable or fixed costs within the different MCS) as well as the actual service 

level the vendor commits toward the customer have to be taken into account. Thus, in the following we 

will briefly discuss exemplarily constellations in which either the usage of only one MCS or else the 
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combination of two or more MCS tends to be dominant strategy regarding the goal to minimize total op-

erating costs.  

The use of only dedicated capacity in particular might be a dominant strategy, if a high service level is 

committed towards the customer, variable costs for elastic capacity are very high compared to the fixed 

costs of dedicated capacity and surplus capacity is regarded as very risky due to availability concerns. In 

such cases the use (of a rather high level) of dedicated capacity can be beneficial, as the vendor can avoid 

the use of either costly elastic capacity or risky surplus capacity to fulfill the committed high service level 

in times of peak demand. In contrast, elastic capacity can be a dominant MCS, if its variable costs are 

lower than the comparable fixed costs of dedicated capacity and surplus capacity is regarded as very 

risky. In this case it might be favorable to cover not only peak demand but also the average load with 

elastic capacity. And finally, surplus capacity may be the dominant MCS for the vendor, if the committed 

service level toward the customer is rather low, surplus capacity is “known” to be available to a sufficient 

extent and at the same time is comparably cheaper than dedicated and elastic capacity. As in such cases 

waiting times are acceptable to the greatest extent due to the low service level committed, it might be 

favorable to cover the whole demand with cheap surplus capacity.                                 

However, even if there might be situations where one of the considered MCS is a dominant solution, one 

has to bear in mind that this is usually only the case in very specific constellations regarding peculiarities 

of the different MCS and the SLA toward the customer. In many cases no dominant MCS will exist and 

consequently a combination of different MCS might offer economic benefits. As a first possibility, dedi-

cated and elastic capacity could be combined in such a way that dedicated capacity is used for covering 

the average load of demand, whereas the elastic capacity covers peak demand that exceeds dedicated ca-

pacity. The main advantage of such a combination is a significantly improved flexibility to react on tem-

porary peaks in demand. In particular, the vendor is not forced to pay in advance for a high level of dedi-

cated capacity to cope with potential peak demand and thus reversely reduces the risk of high idle costs in 

times of low demand significantly. On the other hand, the more expensive elastic capacity is only used for 

processing peak demand and thus to avoid costly violations of the committed SLA, while the average load 
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is still processed with the usually cheaper dedicated capacity. To summarize, combing these two MCS is 

supposed to provide economic benefits compared to their stand-alone usage [3]. Analogously the combi-

nation of dedicated capacity and surplus capacity may offer economic benefits. Once again, dedicated 

capacity could be used to cover the average load, while surplus capacity is used for handling peak de-

mand. Due to the possible advantage of surplus capacity in terms of a lower price per job and its associat-

ed risk in terms of higher waiting costs compared to elastic capacity, no simple assessment is possible on 

whether it is more advantageous to combine dedicated capacity with elastic capacity or surplus capacity. 

According to these characteristics combining all three MCS can turn out to be a dominant strategy. With-

in such a strategy, the vendor might use dedicated capacity to cover average load. In case the peak de-

mand exceeds dedicated capacity the vendor in a first step could try to cover capacity shortage by buying 

surplus capacity from the external providers’ market to benefit from the more favorable prices. If capaci-

ties on the externals providers market are highly utilized and thus waiting times tend to be high, the ven-

dor could in a second step fall back on the more expensive elastic capacity. Finally, it should be men-

tioned that combining elastic capacity and surplus capacity without using dedicated capacity in general is 

not expected to be beneficial, as this means combining an expensive with a risky MCS. So, in this case 

even the average load either has to be covered by usually expensive elastic capacity or by risky surplus 

capacity.  

Having defined the different MCS as well as their basic suitability in trivial cases, we are now prepared to 

answer the second research question regarding a quantitative analysis of a combination of these models. 

For this purpose we consider all relevant characteristics of the three-stage business process outsourcing 

relationship outlined in the introduction along with the different MCS within a quantitative model in the 

following section. By analyzing this model in a subsequent step we are then able to examine different 

combinations of capacity supply concerning the related effects and possible economic benefits. 
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4 Modeling the three-stage business process outsourcing relationship 

There are two essential decisions, the service vendor has to make when combining different MCS. These 

decisions as well as the underlying trade-offs have a significant influence on the modeling approach. So 

we start this section with a brief explanation of both decisions and the corresponding modeling approach 

before we introduce the required assumptions and cost functions of the model. 

4.1 Decisions of the service vendor and modeling approach 

By combining different MCS, the vendor uses the specific strength and weaknesses of each model to min-

imize the total operating costs arising from the execution of orders. Combining MCS thereby means that 

the vendor has the choice about the MCS he uses to execute an incoming order. Consequently, he decides 

by considering the trade-off between the specific execution costs and waiting costs associated with the 

different models and choosing the model with lowest costs. Facing volatile demand, this decision has to 

take place for every single order at the very moment it arrives as the waiting times for dedicated and sur-

plus capacity depend on its current utilization and availability respectively. 

Furthermore, when using dedicated capacity as one of the MCS an upstream decision has to be made 

about the amount of dedicated capacity to be reserved to execute orders. Due to the specific characteris-

tics of this MCS, this decision has to take place ex ante and cannot be adjusted in short-term following the 

volatile demand. Thus, the vendor has to decide by considering the trade-off between too much capacity 

and excessive costs of (idle) capacity and too little capacity and excessive waiting costs. 

Understandably, both decisions interact as waiting times for dedicated capacity depend on the amount of 

ex ante reserved capacity as well as the number of orders allocated. Consequently, along with an optimal 

allocation of orders, the optimal amount of dedicated capacity has to be determined within the model. 

Looking at the decision about the amount of dedicated capacity first, its relevant characteristics and the 

resulting economic trade-off indicate the use of queuing theory as the basis for our modeling approach. 

Being an operation research method, queuing theory provides models to represent and analyze queuing 

systems handling volatile demand using a limited amount of capacity. These models enable e. g. the quan-
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tification of waiting times or the number of orders in the queuing system at any point of time and help to 

enhance the performance of queuing systems. A central issue addressed with queuing theory is the opti-

mization of queuing systems, e. g. of the amount of capacity with its associated costs or the maximum 

time an order has to wait for execution after arrival. Thus, the described trade-off related with dedicated 

capacity can be easily modeled relying on the basic assumptions of queuing theory as e. g. described in 

Gross et al. [18]. 

Dedicated capacity then is represented by a queuing system which has to be complemented with the two 

other MCS to allow the evaluation of all three models in combination. Modeled as separate queues, where 

all relevant parameters like waiting times etc. are exogenous, the final model results in the integrated 

queuing system illustrated in Figure 2 ready to be evaluated regarding the allocation of incoming orders. 

  

Fig. 2. Integrated queuing system representing all MCS 

 

Regarding to the decision problems we choose this modeling approach in accordance to a wide base of 

literature [7, 14, 15, 20, 27] using queuing systems to model similar problems and decisions (e. g. call 

center or web service optimization problems). Especially when it becomes necessary to analyze detailed 

implementations of different MCS, queuing models are a usual approach [3, 14].  

Orders to be executed

Executed orders

Dedicated capacity

Queue

Elastic capacity Surplus capacity
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Having explained the basis for our modeling approach, we now proceed with the required assumptions to 

describe the model of the three-stage business outsourcing relationship in a structured way. These as-

sumptions determine the different supply-chain-units along with their interaction, the characteristics of 

the different MCS and the decisions and trade-offs the vendor faces when combining MCS as described in 

section 3. Together they build a framework for the quantitative analysis required to answer the second 

research question which will be carried out with the simulation study in section 5. 

4.2 Supply-Chain-Units and their interaction in the business process outsourcing relationship 

The vendor offers a business process containing several process activities to his customer. Each order sent 

from the customer triggers this business process. Immediately after arrival of an order, the vendor starts to 

execute all necessary activities sequentially. After finishing the last activity, the processed order is sent 

back to the customer. The time between the beginning of the first activity and the end of the last activity 

of the business process is called processing time. Some process activities which are offered by external 

providers as standardized services are not executed by the vendor himself. For these activities the vendor 

uses external capacity with different contractual agreements and combines these MCS to minimize his 

total operating costs c for the business process as a whole. Figure 3 illustrates this three-stage business 

process outsourcing relationship in an exemplary business process view. 

The arrival rate λ, i. e. the number of time-critical orders sent from the customer per unit time is random. 

Based on historical data and contractual agreements respectively the statistical distribution of λ can be 

approximated. The planning horizon is assumed to be finite and divided into equidistant time units. 

A service level  is guaranteed to the customer regarding the processing time. Any order which does not 

keep up to this commitment causes costs  per order. A possible service level thereby might be a maxi-

mum processing time with monetary compensation for each time unit the order exceeds this limit or a 

fixed penalty for all orders of a given time frame which are not executed ahead of a final deadline. 
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Fig. 3. The three-stage business process outsourcing relationship in an exemplary business process view 

 

4.3 Execution of orders with dedicated capacity and basic optimization problem of the vendor 

Using dedicated capacity, the vendor has to decide ex ante about the number of orders y which can be 

handled simultaneously, which minimizes the total operating costs: 

min , ,  

Thereby the dedicated capacity works as a queuing system with the following characteristics: Unless all 

units of dedicated capacity are busy, the execution of orders starts immediately with the arrival of an or-

der. Otherwise each order lines up in an infinite waiting queue. The queued orders will be executed im-

mediately after dedicated capacity is available according to the first in/first out principle. The time frame 

the order stays in the queue is called waiting time and extends the processing time. One order uses at least 

one unit of capacity. Free units of capacity are idle. 

The execution time  for one order depends on the individual characteristics of the order. Based on his-

torical data the statistical distribution of  can be estimated. The total number of orders executed with 
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dedicated capacity is denoted with . There are fixed costs  per unit capacity. The execution itself 

might cause additional variable costs  per order. 

4.4 Execution of orders with elastic capacity 

Elastic capacity is available with infinite amount on a pay-per-job basis. With this MCS the provider 

commits to start with the execution of orders immediately after it arrives. Because this applies for any 

amount of orders sent to this external provider, there are no waiting times. The execution time  for one 

order depends on the individual characteristics of the order. Based on historical data the statistical distri-

bution of  can be estimated. The total number of orders executed with elastic capacity is denoted with 

. There are no fixed costs but variable costs  which come up with the execution of an order. 

4.5 Execution of orders with surplus capacity offered by the external providers’ market 

In addition to dedicated and elastic capacity external providers which are able to execute orders offer 

surplus capacity building the external providers’ market. Regarding the availability of this MCS no ser-

vice level is agreed. An order therefore can be executed with surplus capacity only if one or more external 

providers are (temporarily) underutilized and surplus capacity is offered. As this might not be the case to 

that very moment an incoming order has to be executed, there may be an endogenous waiting time for an 

order sent to the external providers’ market.  

According to the real world situation, the relevant parameters of dedicated and elastic capacity are known 

in advance, can be approximated as a statistical distribution based on historical data or can be calculated 

evaluating the queues (e. g. the waiting time for dedicated capacity). This does not hold true for the wait-

ing time of an order sent to the external providers’ market and the corresponding execution costs . 

These parameters are endogenous and depend on the point in time an order has to be executed. For this 

purpose, we pick up our discussion in section 3.1 and assume for the external providers’ market: 

The vendor’s IT-platform allows a continuous evaluation and integration of the external providers’ mar-

ket where all relevant information is provided. The necessary technologies (e. g. service repositories and 

well described services based on standardized description languages) for a quick and mostly automated 
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evaluation and integration of service providers operating at this market are established. For this reason, 

the endogenous time frame a until the next unit of surplus capacity is available on the external providers’ 

market and the corresponding execution costs 	can be determined at any point of time. The execution 

time  for one order depends on its individual characteristics. Based on historical data the statistical dis-

tribution of  can be estimated. The total number of externally routed orders is denoted with . There are 

no additional fixed costs. 

The absence of a service level agreement for surplus capacity therefore carries risk. With 0 orders 

cannot be executed immediately and this exogenous waiting time might be too long to meet up with the 

service level agreed to the customer. This risk has to be considered to make an appropriate decision about 

relying on this sourcing model. 

4.6 Extended optimization problem and detailed objective function 

Having defined the characteristics of each MCS determining the trade-off to be considered when deciding 

about how incoming orders have to be allocated to minimize the total operating costs, we are now able to 

state the extended optimization problem. This extended optimization problem incorporates both decisions, 

the vendor has to make when combining MCS by considering all corresponding trade-offs within one 

objective function. This can be done by adding all costs of the MCS described above. The detailed objec-

tive function minimizing the total operating costs then reads (see Table 2 for an overview of the notation 

used): 

min 	 	 	 	 , , , , , , , , ,  

The total operation costs including all three MCS consists of three major parts: the fixed costs of dedicat-

ed capacity, the different variable execution costs of each MCS and the costs associated with the service 

level guaranteed to the customer. Thus the detailed objective function represents the integrated queuing 

system outlined in Figure 2, which has to be evaluated to answer the second research questions of this 

paper.  
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Table 2 
Notation overview 

Category Notation Description 

Costs c Total operation costs 

 cf  Fixed costs of one unit of dedicated capacity 

 cd Variable costs of one order executed with dedicated capacity 

 ce Variable costs of one order executed with elastic capacity 

 cs Variable costs of one order executed with surplus capacity 

 cg Costs associated with the service level guaranteed to the customer 

Orders o All orders sent from the customer to the vendor 

 od All orders executed with dedicated capacity 

 oe All orders executed with elastic capacity 

 os All orders executed with surplus capacity 

Execution time td Execution time of one order executed with dedicated capacity 

 te Execution time of one order executed with elastic capacity 

 ts Execution time of one order executed with surplus capacity 

Other y Amount of dedicated capacity (optimization variable) 

  Arrival rate of orders sent from the customer to the vendor 

 a Waiting time for an order sent to the external providers’ market 

 s Service level guaranteed to the customer 

 

4.7 Evaluating the extended decision problem: introducing the routing algorithm 

By integrating the MCS within the extended optimization problem, we are now able to determine the 

efficient combination of these MCS. Although queuing theory provides a strong mathematical foundation 

to evaluate queues and several queuing systems, the necessary evaluation for the queuing system present-

ed cannot be done analytically. 

However, to derive interpretable results, a discrete-event simulation is a typical approach to evaluate 

queuing systems [18] and moreover often used to simulate business process related topics [16, 19, 25, 

30]. Therefore we will also rely on a simulation based evaluation of the queuing system to derive results 

for different scenarios capturing the relevant influencing factors and to answer the second research ques-

tions. Using a simulation approach furthermore has the advantage that a wide range of possible settings of 

the three-stage business process outsourcing relationship (e. g. limited business hours, day and night op-

eration, overtime work, alternating processing times) can be considered easier as in an analytical model, 

making the model applicable for many different scenarios found in practice. 
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The central component of the simulation model is an order routing algorithm. This algorithm decides for 

every incoming order which MCS should be used. As mentioned above this decision is made on the com-

plete processing costs an order raises. These costs subsume all characteristics which have to be taken into 

account, e. g. the current processing time with regard to the service level agreed to our customer, fixed 

and variable costs, quantity discounts or minimum purchasing quantity as described in the previous sec-

tions. 

The routing algorithm determines the processing costs and works as follows: With each arrival of an order 

the processing costs of the MCS are evaluated and the one with lower processing costs is chosen. There-

fore, the algorithm first determines the execution time for each MCS. For dedicated capacity it is determi-

nable as the state of the system is known:  It depends on the capacity available, the arrival rate of orders 

and the execution time. For elastic capacity, the execution time is determined within the negotiated con-

tract. And for surplus capacity, the time frame  until free capacity is available on the external providers’ 

market, has to be retrieved to determine the execution time. Second, along with variable execution costs 

and the costs possibly incurring from the service level agreed, the execution costs can be calculated for 

each MCS. 

Running the simulation for different amounts of dedicated capacity the corresponding total operation 

costs can be determined. The simulation run with lowest costs reveals the optimal amount of dedicated 

capacity as well as the efficient allocation of orders to MCS. 

For further analysis and to derive interpretable results, we implemented a discrete-event simulation along 

with the routing algorithm and performed a simulation study presented in the following section. 

5 Evaluating the effect of surplus capacity 

For the simulation study we rely on a real world example of the securities trading and settlement process. 

The business process outsourcing relationship of this real world example is described before introducing 

two scenarios analyzed to examine the effect of combining MCS and especially the usage of surplus ca-

pacity. Then we describe the set up for the discrete event simulation and present the results subsequently. 
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5.1 Real world example: The securities trading and settlement process 

The securities trading and settlement process contains all necessary activities to be executed when securi-

ties are sold or bought e. g. via the stock exchange. This process is a typical case addressed with our mod-

el. It is a business process most financial service providers source from a specialized business partner 

called “transaction bank”. A large number of orders have to be processed in time to meet regulatory 

standards and to avoid penalties or losses of interest when payments are not executed in time. Therefore 

detailed service levels are agreed. With few exceptions this process is fully digitalized and standardized 

through regulations and cross-company agreements. Nevertheless some manual interventions are neces-

sary, especially after an order is placed and the corresponding transaction is closed. Within the settlement 

process for example, digitalized documents have to be checked, files and reports have to be completed or 

fees must be calculated. Figure 4 illustrates the exemplary business process outsourcing relationship with 

the financial service provider as customer and the transaction bank as vendor for the securities trading and 

settlement process. 

  

Fig. 4. Exemplary business process outsourcing relationship: the securities trading and settlement process 

 

Optimizing capacity for manual interventions is usually an important problem for the transaction bank. 

The margins for this business process are small and therefore the total operating costs should be kept as 

small as possible. However the limited time for execution has to be taken into account. Along with the 

volatile arrival rates of incoming orders there is a trade-off between idle times or delayed execution re-

spectively. Therefore these manual interventions performed on orders are the starting point for capacity 

optimization. They represent the parts of the business process, for which the vendor combines the differ-

ent MCS offered by external service providers. 

Customer CustomerVendor

Financial Service Provider Financial Service ProviderTransaction Bank

General business process
outsourcing relationship:

Exemplary business process
outsourcing relationship:
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Based on this real world example we define two scenarios for the simulation study, useful to examine the 

economic impact of combining MCS and especially the role of using surplus capacity. The following 

sections describe the parameter settings used in these scenarios. Concerning the parameters used we de-

signed scenarios which are not representing trivial cases with obvious dominant MCS as discussed in 

section 3 as a combination of MCS then never would lead to an economic benefit. 

5.2 Scenario 1: Examining the combination of MCS 

The input data for our basic scenario is determined as follows: The vendor accepts orders every working 

day between 7 a.m. and 10 p.m. Analyzing historical data reveals different peaks concerning the arrival 

rate of orders depending on exogenous factors. Dividing the 15 hours of order acceptance in seven time 

frames, the arrival rate within each time frame is approximated by an exponential distribution as summa-

rized in Table 3. 

Table 3 
Arrival rates within a working day (mean number of orders per minute) 

7:00 a.m. 
– 8:30 a.m. 

8:30 a.m. 
– 2:00 p.m. 

2:00 p.m. 
– 3:00 p.m. 

3:00 p.m. 
– 6:30 p.m. 

6:30 p.m. 
– 8:00 p.m. 

8:00 p.m. 
– 9:30 p.m. 

9:30 p.m. 
– 10:00 p.m. 

60 3 30 20 4 50 3 

 

The manual interventions performed on an order take 4 minutes in average, no matter what MCS is used. 

One unit of capacity  causes fixed costs amounting to EUR 240 a working day. There are no additional 

variable costs. 

It is necessary to execute orders in time and it is necessary that no order is left unexecuted. The service 

level agreement between the transaction bank and the financial service provider therefore consists of two 

deadlines: First, each order has to be processed and sent back to the financial service provider within a 

fixed time frame. With regard to all other activities within the whole business process the execution time 

of all supporting activities on one order then must not exceed 12 minutes. For each minute an order ex-

ceeds this time frame, a compensational payment of EUR 0.033 is due. Second, there is a final processing 
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deadline at 12:00 p.m. for each working day. For each order which is not processed within this deadline 

the compensation rises to a penalty of EUR 51. 

For elastic capacity, the price of executing supporting activities on one order is fixed by EUR 2.60. The 

external providers’ market was evaluated revealing an average price of EUR 2.40 for an order executed 

with surplus capacity. Based on historical data, the waiting time for surplus capacity of the external pro-

viders’ market is approximated (being a single customer to a set of service providers we assume no sub-

stantial effects on this waiting times routing orders externally): During a working day three time frames 

with different utilization are identified. Each time frame shows different waiting times for surplus capaci-

ty which can be approximated by a normal distribution as outlined in Table 4 (to avoid negative values we 

used a truncated normal distribution within the simulation). 

Table 4 
Distribution parameters of the exogenous waiting time until an order can be executed at the external pro-
vider’s market in scenario 1 (mean and standard deviation in minutes) 

7:00	a.m.	–	12:00	noon	 12:00	noon	–	6:00	p.m.	 after	6:00	p.m.	

	=	55:00;		=	12:00	 	=	12:00;		=	2:10	 		=	16:40;		=	4:00	

 

Orders sent to the external provider’s market have to wait for surplus capacity according to these time 

frames. The routing decision is made immediately after the orders arrived depending on the processing 

costs. Due to operational reasons subsequent changes to this decision are not possible. 

5.3 Scenario 2: Examining the role of surplus capacity when combining MCS 

To examine the role of surplus capacity when combining MCS a second scenario is defined picking up a 

characteristic of surplus capacity the vendor has to consider carefully: Using surplus capacity, the absence 

of a service level agreement carries risk. With waiting time 0 orders cannot be executed immediately 

and this exogenous waiting time might be too long to meet up with the service level agreed to the custom-

er. On the external providers’ market, waiting time is exogenous and cannot be affected by any of the 

vendors decisions. Therefore it is interesting how a change in availability of surplus capacity affect the 
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simulation results. To examine this influence, we define this scenario 2, where different distribution pa-

rameters apply to the waiting time as outlined in Table 5. 

Table 5 
Distribution parameters of the exogenous waiting time until an order can be executed at the external pro-
vider’s market in scenario 2 (mean and standard deviation in minutes) 

7:00	a.m.	–	12:00	noon	 12:00	noon	–	6:00	p.m.	 after	6:00	p.m.	

	=	16:40;		=	7:00	 	=	45:00;		=	6:40	 		=	5:00;		=	4:00	

 

In scenario 1, the waiting times are high in the morning and in the evening while scenario 2 shows long 

waiting times occurring in the afternoon. This contrary behavior is chosen as it reflects two opposite set-

tings compared to the arrival rate: In the scenario 1, waiting times are high when the arrival rate of orders 

sent to the vendor is high. In scenario 2, long waiting times occur mostly in correspondence with a low 

arrival rate.  

5.4 Discrete event simulation set up 

To evaluate the extended optimization problem, the following procedure is applied: We perform multiple 

simulation experiments with increasing integer values for dedicated capacity. Each experiment consists of 

100 independent simulation runs (samples) to ensure the validity of simulation results. This number was 

chosen as several tests showed that an increasing number of samples did not affect the results significant-

ly. For each run the total operating costs are determined. Starting the experiments with one unit of dedi-

cated capacity, we increase the value by one unit before the next experiment is started, which ensures the 

solution to be an integer value. This is done until the results of an experiment show that no waiting occurs 

for dedicated capacity for all runs. From this it follows that a further increase of capacity does not have 

any positive effect concerning the total operating costs. Finally, comparing the average total operating 

costs for each experiment and choosing the one with the lowest costs then lead to the optimal amount of 

dedicated capacity and in combination with the recordings of the number of orders routed to the different 

MCS, the efficient combination is found. 
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With regard to the simulation time it is convenient that all working days of the real world example are 

independently of each other (e. g. no unexecuted orders left due to the processing deadline) and the rele-

vant events which determine the optimal amount of dedicated capacity are recurrent each bank working 

day. Thereby it is sufficient to simulate a single working day to determine the optimum. 

For each simulation run, incoming orders are generated randomly following their statistical distributions. 

Whenever a new time frame is reached, the arrival rate is adapted. Concerning the availability of surplus 

capacity a random value is generated from the corresponding statistical distribution each time an order 

arrives. This random value represents the time frame the respective order has to wait until it can be exe-

cuted on the external providers’ market. It is used by the routing algorithm to determine the correspond-

ing processing costs. 

The routing algorithm determines the current execution costs of the different MCS each time an order 

arrives. Then it routes the order to the path with lowest expected costs. Thereby the execution costs of 

dedicated capacity result from the service level agreement with the customer only. There are no variable 

costs and all fixed costs are sunk costs which must not be taken into account. From the service level 

agreement with the customer costs can occur in two different ways: If an order cannot be processed ahead 

of the final processing deadline, the penalty has to be considered within the processing costs. Otherwise, 

if the agreed processing time per order is exceeded costs per minute are charged. For elastic capacity only 

the variable costs exists as no waiting time has to be concerned. For surplus capacity finally, the execu-

tion costs consist of the variable cost per order and the costs resulting from waiting. 

5.5 Numerical results and analysis 

For both scenarios, the simulation was performed for any combination of the three sourcing models under 

review. The numerical results are summarized in Table 6. Analyzing the results leads to the following 

statements.
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Table 6

Numerical results of the simulation study

dedicated capacity elastic capacity dedicated and dedicated and elastic and dedicated and elastic

only only elastic capacity surplus capacity surplus capcity  and surplus capacity

SCENARIO 1

optimal amount of dedicated capacity y [units] 120 0 93 120 0 93

number of orders executed with dedicated capacity 17,313 0 15,630 17,313 0 15,630

number of orders executed with elastic capacity 0 17,313 1,683 0 11,614 1,683

number of orders executed with surplus capacity 0 0 0 0 5,699 0

total numer of orders executed 17,313 17,313 17,313 17,313 17,313 17,313

total operatig costs [EUR] 39,041.30 45,013.80 38,690.75 39,041.30 44,549.37 38,690.75

costs of dedicated capacity [EUR] 28,800.00 0 22,320.00 28,800 0 22,320.00

costs of order execution with elastic capacity [EUR] 0 45,013.80 4,375.80 0 30,196.40 4,375.80

costs of order execution with surplus capacity [EUR] 0 0 0 0 13,677.60 0

costs associated with service level guarated to customer [EUR] 10,241.30 0 11,994.95 10,241.30 675.37 11,994.95

SCENARIO 2

optimal amount of dedicated capacity y [units] 120 0 93 92 0 93

number of orders executed with dedicated capacity 17,313 0 15,630 15,462 0 15,462

number of orders executed with elastic capacity 0 17,313 1,683 0 5,698 0

number of orders executed with surplus capacity 0 0 0 1,851 11,615 1,851

total numer of orders executed 17,313 17,313 17,313 17,313 17,313 17,313

total operatig costs [EUR] 39,041.30 45,013.80 38,690.75 38,462.11 44,288.11 38,650.23

costs of dedicated capacity [EUR] 28,800.00 0 22,320.00 22,080.00 0 22,320.00

costs of order execution with elastic capacity [EUR] 0 45,013.80 4,375.80 0 14,814.80 0

costs of order execution with surplus capacity [EUR] 0 0 0 4,442.40 27,876.00 4,044.00

costs associated with service level guarated to customer [EUR] 10,241.30 0 11,994.95 11,939.71 1,597.31 12,286.23
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Concerning scenario 1, especially the combination of dedicated and elastic capacity leads to a reduction 

of total operating costs. This is due to the fact that all orders formerly causing very high waiting costs are 

now executed with elastic capacity reducing the waiting time for dedicated capacity. Compared to this 

combination, the combination of all three MCS does not lead to any changes within the total operating 

costs as the external providers’ market apparently cannot provide surplus capacity which is cheapest re-

garding the execution costs for any order requiring supporting activities. Only in combination with elastic 

capacity several orders are routed to the market but without positive effects on the total operating costs. 

Scenario 2 leads to different findings regarding an efficient combination of MCS: As the change in avail-

ability of surplus capacity only affects the results of combinations which rely on surplus capacity, the first 

three columns do not change compared to scenario 1. From the following columns, however, the use of 

surplus capacity has to be evaluated more positively: In combination with elastic capacity, surplus capaci-

ty now executes the main part of orders. Within the combination of all three MCS, surplus capacity re-

places the elastic capacity in support of dedicated capacity as the execution costs are constantly lower 

then within the elastic capacity. Furthermore, comparing both scenarios is interesting as it reveals that 

surplus capacity can be used particularly when the utilization of the external providers’ market does not 

follow the peak loads of the vendor. 

Summarizing, the simulation reveals, that there are positive effects by combining dedicated and elastic 

capacity, as even with high execution costs the latter one can support dedicated capacity in executing 

orders otherwise would have been causing excessive waiting costs. The external providers’ market is 

valuable especially when utilization of capacity on the external providers’ market does not follow the 

peak loads of the counterpart buying this capacity for his excess demand. This holds true particularly for 

different industry sectors, where peak demand might not occur simultaneously and the surplus capacity 

provides by other industries is suitable to work on the specific demanded tasks. 
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6 Summary and further research  

Enabled by new developments in information technology, like e. g. the growing diffusion of service-

oriented infrastructures suitable for the integration of web services as well as corresponding description 

languages, the dynamic integration of business partners has become considerably easier. This develop-

ment is e. g. reflected in the rapidly increasing market penetration of business paradigms like dynamic 

business process outsourcing or the closely related BPaaS. The possibility to establish new business rela-

tionships simple and fast also enables new and more flexible MCS for service providers. Based on these 

developments in the paper at hand we focused on the capacity planning problem of a service vendor who 

can choose between three different MCS. Thereby, in addition to the two “traditional” MCS dedicated 

capacity and elastic capacity we took into account the option to use surplus capacity from the external 

providers’ market. While the two MCS dedicated capacity and elastic capacity have been widely ad-

dressed in literature in the context of capacity planning and sourcing problems for non-storable services 

(e. g. in Aksin et al. [3] or Gans and Zhou [15]), an integrated analysis that also considers the use of sur-

plus capacity is still missing. Thus, our paper contributes to literature in particular in the following ways: 

First, we provide an optimization model that allows for the simultaneous analysis of the three different 

MCS by modeling them as one integrated queuing system. Second, based on our optimization model we 

analyze how the different MCS can be combined to minimize the total operating costs of a service vendor. 

Third, we show the economic potentials of using the IT-enabled MCS surplus capacity and how it affects 

the usage of “traditional” MCS. Coming along with these contributions some managerial implications 

arise. First of all, the optimization model developed in our paper might serve as theoretical base for de-

veloping a decision support system that allows service vendor to optimize their capacity planning deci-

sions. As the optimization model due to its flexibility allows the consideration of a wide range of different 

settings, a decision support systems based thereupon especially could be helpful to support management 

decisions in dynamically changing market environments. Furthermore, the results of our simulation study 

give rise to the assumption that the high upfront-investments in on-demand integration capabilities might 
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pay off in the mid to long-run due to the economic potentials of using surplus capacity. Finally, service 

providers might consider to offer non SLA backed surplus capacity as a distinct business model, as it 

allows selling available overcapacities at least at a cheap price and thus helps to avoid high idle costs. 

This implies that service providers should consider joining service marketplaces where capacity demand 

and capacity supply can be matched dynamically.                   

Regarding the applicability of our model we would like to highlight the following: Within the case study 

only a small part of possible settings which can be evaluated using the model are considered. However, 

based on the optimization model and the simulation approach various different settings can be analyzed. 

In fact, our approach can easily be customized to the characteristics of various business process outsourc-

ing relationships that can be modeled as a queuing system and thus enables determining the optimal 

sourcing and capacity planning policy for a wide range of business process outsourcing relationships. On 

the other hand, the main challenges for the applicability of the model are: Various historical data is need-

ed as input for the simulation. As internal data about incoming orders or execution times are traceable or 

can be derived from contractual agreements, gathering data from external service providers could be dif-

ficult. As buying surplus capacities from the external providers’ market supports these companies to en-

sure their capacity utilization this might be an incentive to provide the relevant information. Furthermore, 

there has to be a market providing all necessary tasks which have to be outsourced. However, following 

recent developments e. g. discussed under the labels of “cloud computing” and “BPaaS” shows that a 

wide range of very different services is supplied already.  

Regarding potential extensions of the optimization model presented, in particular the two following as-

pects promise further insights in the mechanisms of combining MCS in a cloud service environment:  

Firstly, the model presented leaves room for improvement as it currently applies only to scenarios where 

one activity or consecutive activities of a business process are executed by external service providers. 

Modeling more complex business processes would require a queuing network considering e. g. different 

arrival times, processing times and a more complex layout of activities suitable for external execution. 

Secondly, a more detailed modeling of external service providers and their behavior regarding price set-
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ting and capacity decisions would be a next logical step in analyzing the peculiarities of business process 

outsourcing relationships. Thus, e. g. the capacity and price setting decisions of an external service pro-

vider offering elastic capacity could be considered depending on his committed SLA. This would allow 

for modeling a set of different pay-per-job contracts that differ on their ratio of charged price and offered 

service quality.  Consequently, the vendor now could decide - in addition to the two other MCS - on a set 

of different SLA backed pay-per-job contracts that may enables a more fine-grained capacity planning. 

Furthermore, the pricing processes on the market for surplus capacity could be model explicitly. In doing 

so, e. g. the relationship between the general level of utilization of market capacity and the resulting 

(market) price for surplus capacity could be modeled. Therewith, e. g. the risk of price jumps due to a 

temporary high utilization of market capacity could be considered within the model. In addition, consider-

ing correlations between the volatile demand of the service vendor and the level of capacity utilization of 

the external providers’ market could be a further step for analyzing the risks involved with using surplus 

capacity in more detail.  
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